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Linux-syscall-note */ /* *

MKKP (4-8,x-x,f-x) Sony NGP
class device * * Copyright (C)

2010 Michael Krufky * *
Based on the sony_mdd1xxx

and sony_mdd2xxx devices * *
This program is free software;
you can redistribute it and/or

modify * it under the terms of
the GNU General Public
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License as published by * the
Free Software Foundation;

either version 2 of the License,
or * (at your option) any later

version. */ #ifndef
_SIRIUS_SIRUSB_H #define
_SIRIUS_SIRUSB_H #define
UNKNOWN_MODEL 0x000

#define
RF_MODEL_UNKNOWN

0x040 #define
RF_MODEL_301 0x060

#define RF_MODEL_302
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0x061 #define
RF_MODEL_350 0x062

#define RF_MODEL_370
0x063 #define

RF_MODEL_381 0x064
#define

RF_MODEL_INVALID 0xff
#define RADIO_REG_SZ

0x10 #define
RADIO_REG_AD 0x20

#define RADIO_REG_DCTRL
0x24 #define

RADIO_REG_ADCR 0x28
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#define RADIO_REG_MCR
0x30 #
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State of the State speech on
Tuesday, signaled his plan to

turn New York into the
country's next drug-pricing
experiment, and he made it

clear that drug makers will not
be on equal footing. The

governor's plan will place the
drug companies, which have
long had pricing power, in a
position where they will be
outspent by any city or state
that wants to negotiate with
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them, and they will have little
choice but to cut prices, he

said. Cuomo offered no details
on how his plan would be paid

for. But he said that he wants to
ask the Legislature to pass a

"fair and affordable drug
pricing" bill. "We need to pass

a fair and affordable drug
pricing bill. A bill that does

more than just authorize us to
negotiate," he said. "We need to
pass a fair and affordable drug
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pricing bill to actually put our
offer on the table to our

pharmaceutical companies."
Cuomo, whose plan would be
the first major reform of the

nation's so-called patent system
since the creation of the drug
industry, said he would "write
the prescription for our own

next great experiment in
economic development." In his

State of the State address,
which begins a six-year
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legislative session, he also
outlined what he called "a
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